Multimode microbolometers for wavelength-selective infrared detection have been designed using a Genetic Algorithm and an electromagnetic model of the planar antenna. Wavelength selectivity can be varied by changing the distance to a tuning mirror, or by changing only lithographically drawn parameters, with bandwidth narrower than Fabry-Perot microbolometers. The design of a three color system covering the 7-14 micron band is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-channel, wavelength selective infrared detection has been extensively studied for numerous applications, e.g., night vision, thermal imaging, nondestructive detection, remote sensing, and missile guidance and defense. For cooled detectors, narrow bandwidth wavelength selectivity has been achieved using quantum-well infrared photo-detectors (QWIPs) [1] , quantum-dot infrared photo-detectors (QDIPs) [2] , or infrared band-pass filters in front of microbolometers [3] . For conventional un-cooled micromachined infrared microbolometers integrating wavelength selectivity into the detector itself is somewhat harder to achieve. The most common approach to both enhance coupling and produce some degree of wavelength selectivity is the use of a Fabry-Perot structure consisting of a microbolometer placed in front of a mirror [4] - [6] . However, a simple Fabry-Perot microbolometer produces a fairly broad spectral response.
It is possible to replace the normal uniform absorbing sheet used in IR microbolometers with true microbolometers (i.e., bolometers that are much smaller than the wavelength) combined with an antenna. Here we present a design ( Figure 1 ) that can substantially improve the wavelength selectivity of an uncooled microbolometer. This planar multimode antenna has been extensively studied for infrared and millimeter-wave detection by Rutledge and Schwarz [7] . The electromagnetic behavior of this array can be analyzed using a modification of waveguide post-mount analysis [7, 8] . The power absorption efficiency is wavelength dependent, and is a function of the array period a, the capacitive gap width g, the inductive post width w, the distance to the mirror d, and the sheet resistance of the bolometer layer R s (Figure 1 (b) ). According to Rutledge and Schwarz, there is an upper limit on the spacing that can exist between rows or columns of the periodic structure imposed by the possibility that the structure may act as a grating. To avoid this, we restrict our designs so that the array period a is less than the shortest wavelength considered in a given design.
ARRAY BEHAVIOR
There are many combinations of array dimensions, a, g, w, d, and R s , that can produce a detector with high absorption at a designated wavelength. Figure 2 shows calculated array responses using the modified post-mount model [7, 8] combined with an ABCD matrix analysis [9] . The behavior of the array approaches that of a simple Fabry-Perot microbolometer when g and w approach a, and R s approaches 377Ω (Figure 2 , dotted line); in this case the array bandwidth is as wide as the Fabry-Perot microbolometer (shown for reference in Figure 2 , dashed line). Other designs can produce much narrower bandwidth (e.g., Figure 2 , solid line), narrow enough to construct multiple channels within the 7 to 14 μm infrared band. The diversity of the solutions is an advantage of this multimode detector, allowing a search for desired characteristics. 
grid equivalent mirror equivalent (c) Figure. 1:(a) Focal plane arrays using planar multimode detectors; (b) configuration of a pixel consisting of a periodic grid of wide metal sheets connected by narrow resistive strips with detectors on them [7] ; (c) equivalent circuit model of the planar multimode detector [7] .
S. Table. 1: Specific designs yielding the response curves given in Figure. 2.
TUNING OF WAVELENGTH SELECTIVITY BY MECHANICAL ACTUATION
Using the array discussed above we first consider tuning of wavelength selectivity by changing the distance to the mirror d, which could be performed using a mechanical actuation ( Figure 3 ). Here, we set three wavelengths, 8, 10, and 12 μm, as the designated wavelengths that should be reached using the tuning mechanism. Figure 4 shows the contour plots of the power absorption efficiency versus wavelength and distance to the mirror d for a fixed dimension array. The design used in this figure is the same as that which produced the solid line in the Figure 2 . As seen from the solid line in Figure 2 , this design has good power absorption efficiency at 10 μm when d is equal to about 3 μm. As shown in figure  4 , we can achieve high absorption at 12 μm wavelength by increasing d to about 5.7 μm. However, this shift results in a fairly broad spectral response. In addition, peak spectral absorption can be shifted to 8 μm wavelength by setting d=0.2 μm, but the coupling efficiency very poor. Consequently, tuning for this set of array dimensions by changing the distance d is not an attractive solution.
S. It is possible, however, to find a set of array dimensions that does allow tunable wavelength selective coupling using only the distance to the mirror as a tuning variable. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) was adopted as an optimization scheme [10] . Here we optimize for a fixed dimension array (a, g, w, and R s all fixed) but with three different distances from the mirroreachs elected to maximize absorption at three designated wavelengths, 8, 10, and 12 μm, using the cost definition in Equation 1 . This cost definition makes each channel as narrow as possible to identify the incident wavelengths, and as high as possible at the designated wavelength to absorb more power. Figure 5 shows the optimized results. By changing only d from 1.65 μm to 5.10 μm, each channel has high absorption at its own designated wavelength and its bandwidth is reasonably narrow. Here, the optimized a, g, w, and 
DESIGN FOR WAVELENGTH SELECTIVITY
Next we design three separate pixels, each with peak spectral response at a different wavelgnth, each located at their optimum distance from the tuning mirror ( Figure 6 ). This could be used to produce a three color array, but would require a process using different sacrificial layer thicknesses for each of the pixels. For each pixel, our design goal is to maintain strong absorption at a specified wavelength within the 7~14 μm infrared band while minimizing the absorption bandwidth of the antenna about that wavelength. To locate narrow bandwidth array designs that couple strongly at a desired wavelength, we have used a cost definition for the GA that seeks at least 99% power absorption at a specified wavelength, while minimizing the power absorbed at other wavelengths. This is accomplished by minimizing the area under the absorption curve, as given by The narrowest bandwidth curve in Figure 2 (solid line) is the result found by the GA using the cost function given by equation 2 for a center wavelength of 10 μm. Similarly, the narrowest bandwidth curves can be designed for center wavelength of 8 and 12 μm. Table. 2: Specific designs yielding the response curves given in Figure. Figure 7 illustrates the optimized results for three pixels. All power absorption efficiencies are high at the desired wavelengths and narrow enough to distinguish infrede colors indepednently. Specific design geometries for Figure 7 are given in Table 2 . Here the most dominant factor for shifting of an absorption wavelength is a post width w. Notice that a, g, d, and R s are similar for all three designs.
From a fabrication perspective it would be very useful if it were possible to produce three pixels with desired spectral response but all using an identical value for d (the distance between the bolometer and the mirror). The only method available for changing wavelength selectivity in a conventional Fabry-Perot microbolometer is by changing d. Hence, to construct a multi-wavelength focal plane array (i.e., one in which different pixels have different wavelength selectivities) would require a fabrication process with different sacrificial layer thicknesses under different pixels in the array. This could result in a complex process and high cost. Here we study only designs with identical distance d between the multimode array pixels and the mirror, changing the wavelength selectivity of each pixel by changing only the lithographically drawn parameters: the array period a, the gap width g, and the post width w (Figure 8 ). To further simplify the fabrication of such a multi-color focal plane array, we have also constrained the bolometer sheet resistance R s to be constant for all pixels, allowing the use of a single bolometric material. To find a three color design the cost function for the GA is modified as follows (Equation 3). We require that three different multimode pixels, each with different dimensions a, g, and w, be found such that each pixel absorbs at least 99% at its designated center wavelength, while total out of band power absorption be minimized; this leads to a eleven parameter design search, a 1 Figure 9 shows the GA optimized results. The GA selected an array to mirror distance d of 3.14 μm, bolometer sheet resistance of 56.6 Ω/square, the same array period a and gap width g for all three different wavelength selective pixels 
CONCLUSION
Infrared wavelength-selective focal plane arrays using planar multimode detectors have been designed using the GA. Such detectors can have high absorption at a specific center wavelength within 7 to 14 μm infrared band with widely varying bandwidths and can be narrow enough to construct multiple channels within the 7 to 14 μm infrared band. Tuning of wavelength selectivities by mechanical actuation, and a wavelength-selective three pixel design, each pixel using different lithographically drawn dimensions a, g, and w, with identical d and R s have been presented. Changing the wavelength selectivity of each pixel by changing only lithographically parameters would not require a fabrication process with different sacrificial layer thicknesses under different pixels in the array, resulting in a less complex fabrication process.
